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 A complete list of Network Marketing Skills for winners that want to make more money!

Each skill has a hyperlink to a webpage to learn more about it - scripts included.
You will not see the hyperlink if you are receiving the PDF version of this file.

To get access to the full version for FREE simply subscribe at DaleMoreau.net 

# Before you learn basic skills you must rely on your 'upline' to supply these skills for you
1 Setting up the 3-way Beginner
2 Handcuffing Beginner

Name of each skill you will learn Explanation Level
3 Establishing Rapport This is also known as "finding common gorund" Basic
4 Ice Breakers Introducing your business & gaining permission to do a presentation Basic
5 One Minute Presentation What business you are in? What do you do? How much can be made doing that? Basic
6 Closing The art of finding out if they want to join you in business or become a customer Basic
7 Personal Testimonial (or Story) People relate to what happened to you. When you share this is critical. Basic

Now that you are self-sufficient (with #3 thru #7) - it is time to work on becoming more effective
8 Recognizing whether your prospect WANTS This could be "more money" or "weight loss" or another form of better Interemediate

to change or only Needs to change health. They may NEED what you have but do they WANT to change?
9 Super Qualifying (SQ) How to sell without even doing a presentation. Interemediate

10 Painting word pictures (PWP) Interemediate
11 Understanding the 4 color personalities Interemediate
12 Word Sequences (WS) Interemediate
13 Two Minute Story (2MS) Interemediate
14 Closing before the Presention (CBP) Interemediate
15 Telling stories that are believable Interemediate

This is the Mastery Zone of skills - you can make a decent side hustle income without these but huge income with them!
16 Mini Questions The Ice Breaker and SQ in two mini quesions! Advanced
17 Instant Rapport (IR) Advanced
18 Talking directly to the subconsious mind Advanced
19 Using language that is 'Inclusive' Advanced

rather than sounding & being 'Exclusive'
20 Public Speaking & Webinars Advanced
21 Training Beginners, Intermediates & Masters Advanced

Finding Prospects & important ideology
22 Use FREE SAMPLES for easy public prospecting
23 Avoid the #1 mistake made at Tradeshows - anyone can do these 
24 Breakfast Clubs - anyone can do these (a lot of work to setup)
25 Eyeball Grabbing Headlines - few can master this skil
26 Why you need a Social Media presence even

if you do not intend to prospect this way
27 Social Media Prospecting - this is not for everyone
28 When advertising "doesn't work!" - people run ads and fail all the time. Then they say that doesn't work. Are they wrong?
29 Self Funded Advertising Campaigns - this is the bomb of lead generation






































